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Bridge the Truth Gap, Own Your Mistakes
A       
decidedly bizarre political scandal from
our neighbor (and my old home), the
Garden State. The Christie administration has found itself on the wrong side of
a truly bipartisan voter grievance: traﬃc.
The true nature of Gov. Chris Christie’s
involvement, if any, with the George
Washington Bridge debacle remains
unclear, and will continue to be debated
and investigated for months to come.
One easily predictable development in
“Bridgegate” has been Gov. Christie’s repeated acknowledgement that “mistakes
were made.”
The unanswered questions are exactly
whose mistakes they were, when the governor learned about them, and if eﬀorts
were made to obscure the truth.
The expression “mistakes were made”
has been such a commonly used rhetorical device in American politics that
it has earned its own Wikipedia entry.
Presidents Nixon, Reagan, Clinton, and
various other pols have used to expression
to recognize a poorly handled situation,
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the Emergency “Doom” in defending a
to bring my missteps to the partners and
senior associates. This is not to suggest I
made a habit of yelling the sky was falling
as soon as I found a problem. Rather, I
learned early on to provide my bosses
with a clear explanation of what had happened, how it happened, suggestions to
ﬁx it, and how to avoid a similar mistake
in the future. As long as I have held up
my end of that responsibility, the bosses

have had my back in working out a solution.
Unlike other professions where
mistakes can be permanent or even fatal,
most of the missteps made by lawyers
can be ﬁxed by an honest admission of
fault and a timely correction. Even serious
errors, like a lapsed statute of limitations, will only be made worse by hiding
from your mistake. As I have developed
professionally, and begun supervising the
work of junior associates, I have tried to
engender the same culture of forthrightness and personal responsibility that was
established by my mentors. I want the
junior associates working with me to feel
they can admit their mistakes and know
that, as long they are honest about it, we
will work together to ﬁnd a solution.
It is my hope that young lawyers
reading this will keep it in mind next
time they ﬁnd a slipup. While this advice
might seem obvious, it is never hard to
ﬁnd a story about a lawyer’s dishonesty in
the news. It is easy to say “mistakes were
made,” but it takes strength and character
to look your boss or client in the eye and
say, “mistakes were made by me.” It might
be more diﬃcult in the short run, but
it will let your boss know that you are a
person of integrity who can be trusted to
help manage their caseload.
Edward F. Beitz (beitze@whiteandwilliams.
com), an associate with White and William
LLP, is chair of the Young Lawyers Division.

VIP Honors Volunteer Weisgold
P VIP  Any B. Quinn as Volunteer of the Month
for his commitment to helping low-income families remain in their homes.
Quinn is a solo practitioner at Quinn
Law Oﬃces, the ﬁrm he founded in
1981. He is a real estate attorney who has
represented low-income homeowners as a
VIP volunteer since 2009. Thus far, he has
handled 13 VIP homeownership cases.
“Tony will take on any homeownership
case regardless of how complicated it is.
He also stands by his clients no matter how diﬃcult their lives may be. He
goes above and beyond what we expect
from our volunteers and we appreciate
how hard he ﬁghts to generate a positive
outcome for his clients,” said VIP staﬀ
attorney Roxane Crowley.
Quinn is currently assisting a client who
signed a mortgage for more than what the
house was worth. All of the client’s money
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went to contractors and the broker who
helped the client sign this mortgage is now
awaiting trial in federal court. The home is
in foreclosure and Tony has been working
to help the client buy time until he can
ﬁnd other housing. Tony is trying to help
the client buy a new home with a reverse
mortgage. “It’s really tough to do a reverse
mortgage to buy a house. It really doesn’t
ﬁt into the requirements that the federal
government has in place but we can use a
little creativity. I’m hoping to get him [the
client] into a house,” he said. Successfully
executing a reverse mortgage is a hard task
but one that Quinn welcomes. He works
diligently to ensure sound housing for
his clients, particularly in the cold winter
months.
Quinn is an experienced volunteer who
uses creative lawyering to ﬁnd solutions
for his VIP clients.
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